CHAPTER VI

Conclusions and recommendations
6.1 CONCLUSIONS

- The Francisco Gavidia University does not have a specialized textbook for teaching the Oral Expression Subject.

- The lack of a textbook for teaching the Oral Expression Subject affects the academic student results at the time to produce the English Language.

- The Francisco Gavidia University needs a specialized textbook for the teaching of the Oral Expression Subject.

- The creation of a specialized textbook for the teaching of the Oral Expression Subject will help teachers as much as students to make the teaching-learning process easier.

- A textbook for the Oral Expression Subject will help students to use it as a tool and a support for reinforcing the lessons explained by the teacher.

- Having a specialized textbook for the Oral Expression Subject will help students to increase some aspects such as self-confidence, student motivation and individual and collective participation.

- Using a textbook for the Oral Expression Subject will help students to improve the English Skills: Listening, speaking, reading and writing.

- A specialized textbook for the Oral Expression Subject will be the main source and guide for the teachers at the time of teaching such subject.
6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

To the University

- To use the textbook for teaching the Oral Expression Subject as a support and a tool at the time of learning a new topic.

To the English Department

- To motivate students to use the textbook as an example for producing their own ideas at the time to give their opinions.

- The creation of a specialized section in the library at the Francisco Gavidia University for the English Major Students where they can find enough information concerning to specific subjects.

- To motivate teachers to use the different technological resources for teaching the Oral expression Subject

- To reduce the numbers of the students of each class of the Oral Expression Subject, in this way teachers can give a personalized teaching, now that, they can have enough time for their students.

- To continue with the project of creating textbooks for other courses, in this way the teaching –learning process will be more efficient
To the teachers

- To assign practices in the English Laboratory concerning to the production of the Oral Expression Subject.

- To promote the English conversations among students not only inside the classroom.

To the Students

- To speak the English Language inside the Oral Expression classroom as well as outside it.

- To put into practice all the activities suggested in the textbook.

Note: The textbook for the English Oral Expression Subject is available for future changes or corrections for improving its structure.